Prom Committee Secures
Theatrical Star to be the Technology "Prom Girl"

LEADING GIRL OF BOSTON SHOW WILL GRACE 1930 PROM

This Year's Ball will be First in Institute History to Have "Prom Girl"

NAME OF GIRL SECRET

Although admitting part of their surprise at the announcement, the Prom Committee stated that they would give this year's ball the complete treatment, and that the "Prom Girl" will figure prominently in the program. Since the announcement of the promotion of an individual to this position, however, there has been no further indication as to the identity of the girl selected.

Prominent Chemist Announces
New Course for Students

LIEUT. THOMAS SAILS

TO PARIS ON LEAVE

George C. Haberley of the Engineering Department, who sailed for Paris on leave last Sunday, has returned to the campus. He is spending a short time abroad on leave, following a year's residence in Europe, principally in Berlin and Leipzig, as a Guggenheim Fellow. His recent lecture, "In the Field of Hydraulics," was given before the Institute on February 11.

Prominent Chemist

Announces New Course for Students

The announcement was made by Professor Joseph W. N. Maltby, head of the Chemistry Department, who spent the winter in Germany. His lecture, "Science Against War," was given to a large audience in the Columns Room on Monday evening.
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